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IMPROVEMENT OF END-USER 

EXPERIENCE BY DEVELOPMENT OF 

PRE- AND POST-PROCESSING SOLUTION 

FOR FEM MAGNETOSTATIC SOLVER 

PAK-M 
 

Abstract: For the low-frequency electromagnetic 

problems, a subset of Maxwell’s equations (Biot‐Savart 

and Ampère's laws) is invoked to compute the magnetic 

field and its related quantities. PAK-M performs linear 

and nonlinear magnetostatic analysis over a user-

defined domain for user-defined sources and boundary 

conditions. This paper presents the development of pre- 

and post-processing solution, so called translator 

application, for finite element solver PAK-M for 

calculation of magnetostatic field based on a scalar 
magnetic potential formulation. Pre- and post-

processing was done using commercial software 

FEMAP, whose user interface was customized by 

programmatic integration of PAK-M translator which 

looks and operates as integral part FEMAP allowing 

smooth usage and great functionality.  As an example, 

small solenoid wound around iron is observed and the 

magnetic scalar potential is calculated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Finite Element Method (FEM) is used 

for analysis in many fields of engineering 

[1-7]. A wide range of different FEM 

solutions are used in industry as well as for 

research and development. Commercial 

solutions mainly have a good pre-
processing (geometry modeling and mesh 

generation) as well as good post-

processing (visualization of results) [8, 9]. 

Downside of commercial software is no or 

limited access to source code which hurdle 

independent research of new material 

models, element types or numerical 

procedures. As opposed to commercial 

solutions, open source software (OSS) 

allows the code modifications, but the pre- 

and post-processing capabilities are 

generally low [9, 10]. 

In this paper linking of in-house solver 

PAK-M with commercial software for pre 

and post-processing FEMAP is described. 

In the second section the current state of 

implementation and methodology used to 

customize FEMAP UI and create a new 

C++ program that links our software 

solution with FEMAP are described. In the 
third section we described the new 

functionality of the FEM solution 

integrated in FEMAP observing 

benchmark example [11, 12]. In the 

conclusion we discuss the benefits of 

proposed solutions. 
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2. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 

PROPOSED SOLUTION 
 

FEMAP is software widely used to 

create FEM models for different 

engineering problems and to visualize 

analysis results [8, 13]. FEMAP provides 

comprehensive pre- and post-processing 

support for all of the major commercial 

solvers on the market. FEMAP creates 

input files for these solvers and reads the 

result from their output files.  

To use FEMAP with unsupported 

solvers, such is PAK-M, users need to save 
analysis model into ASCII file called 

FEMAP Neutral (*.neu), which serves as a 

universal data transfer interface (input and 

output) between FEMAP and any other 

software. Before analysis, user manually 

creates a neutral file in FEMAP an after 

FEM analysis in PAK-M is complete, 

neutral file is generated by PAK-M, which 

is also loaded manually by user into 

FEMAP [13]. PAK-M uses its own input 

file format, which uses data obtained from 
FEMAP Neutral, supplemented with data 

inputted by researcher needed for his 

specific research [14, 15]. A significant 

number of operations needed to perform 

FEM analysis with PAK-M solver is 

tedious work of FEM solver input file 

preparation and generation, manual 

starting of FEM analysis and loading 

results. We automated all these operations. 

FEMAP allows users to customize its 

UI trough options accessible through the 

main program menu by choosing Tools-
>Toolbars. User can create User 

Commands which can be used for starting 

user’s own program from FEMAP. Once 

created, User Command can be placed in 

main menu, some sub menu or any toolbar. 

In our case we want to create user 

command that, when clicked, starts out 

FEM solution.  

For programmatic customization of 

FEMAP we used FEMAP Application 

programming interface (API) [13] that 
allows users to customize FEMAP to meet 

their specific needs and contains hundreds 

of methods that can be called from Visual 

Basic, VBA (Excel, Word, Access, ... ), C, 

or C++.  

To customize FEMAP we needed 

access to application object [13]. We 

developed a solution that 
programmatically creates FEMAP User 

Command and place it in the FEMAP 

main Menu Bar by calling FEMAP API 

methods.  

The procedure to convert FEMAP 

model into PAK-M input file begins with 

the creation of FEMAP neutral file.  

Creation of PAK-M input file is a 

relatively straightforward process in which 

translator program writes data obtained 

from FEMAP neutral file into solver input 

file. The translator can start FEM analysis, 
from within FEMAP, of the previously 

generated input file. Creation of solver 

input file without starting analysis is used 

when researchers use one computer for 

modeling in FEMAP, and server or a 

cluster for FEM analysis. A batch file is 

generated which is used to start PAK-M, 

which is a console application 

programmed in FORTRAN, and feeds it 

with the previously generated input file. 

To start batch file we used _spawnl 
method which will start the analysis 

process and pause execution of a translator 

segment of our FEM solution until analysis 

in PAK-M is finished. When the analysis 

is finished, execution of the FEM solution 

will continue and a new pop-up dialog will 

be created alerting the user that analysis is 

finished and that results are available for 

loading. 

Translator program, customization 

program and PAK-M solvers are all part of 
our PAK-Multiphysics FEM solution. 

Windows Installer is used for FEM 

solution installation. Users need to start the 

setup program and if they desire, change 

installation directory. Everything else is 

carried out automatically and users are not 

aware of the FEMAP customization 

process that runs in the background. After 
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the setup is complete PAK-Multiphysics 

FEM solution is fully integrated into 

FEMAP user interface. To start the 

analysis in PAK-M user must first run the 

translator program (Figure 1a), import 

FEMAP neutral file by clicking on "Open 

FEMAP NEU" button, chose PAK-M or 
any other problem specific FEM solver 

and export PAK-M input file by clicking 

on button "Export to PAK". Input file 

created this way is then specified and read 

by PAK-M solver and FEM analysis is 

performed. Contribution presented in this 

paper is automation of this process, but 

this requires running FEMAP on that 

computer. 

After the FEM solution is started from 

FEMAP, there are several actions it 

performs: 

 connects to FEMAP using 

FEMAP API, 

 create FEMAP neutral file using the 

API methods,  

 read data from FEMAP neutral file. 

Starting translator program while 

FEMAP is running results in the translator 

program attaching itself to FEMAP and 

automatically creating a neutral file from 
the currently open model in FEMAP 

(Figure 1b). Users don't need to browse 

directories to start translator program, they 

can start FEM solution by clicking on 

PAK from FEMAP Main Menu (Figure 

1a). If the translator program is connected 

to FEMAP it can be used to automatically 

start analysis by clicking on "Analyse" 

button, which starts selected FEM solver 

(PAK-M) and reads results once analysis is 

finished back into FEMAP. 
 

 

  
(a)            (b) 

Figure 1 - PAK-M translator: a) Stand-alone application, b) Application embedded in 

FEMAP. 

 

3. EXAMPLE: SOLENOID  
 

 We consider a simple problem - small 

solenoid (Figure 2). A solenoid is a coil, 
wound around a metal like iron. When a 

current is passed through the coil the metal 

core acts as a magnet. The coil is sectioned 

along the axial plane. Since the coil is very 

thin, it is assumed that sheet in which a 

current is flowing is thin and the potential 

of this sheet is a constant. The potentials of 

the top and bottom sheets will have equal 

magnitudes and opposite signs.  

Modeling in FEMAP is described in 

FEMAP User Manual [13]. The first step 
is definition of material with 

characteristics shown on Figure 2. The 

second step is property definition, in this 
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case users should choose Membrane Plane 

Elements with Thickness T1 equal 1. Next, 

geometry is created. After defining 

characteristic points, users need to make a 

surface from them. Fourth step is mesh 

generation. In this step users need to set 

the mesh size for surfaces, then select 
surface to mesh and finally, select property 

defined in step 2. Fifth step is constraints 

definition.  

Unsymmetrical supports (Fig. 2.) are 

modeled by constraining translation of 

both lowest nodes on the left side and 

inner lowest node on the right side in the X 

and Y direction. Permanent constrains are 

set for all nodes disabling translation in the 

Z direction and rotation in all directions.  

 

 
Figure 2 - Solenoid axial plane cross-

section 

 
Sixth step is the definition of load. A nodal 

force of -1 in the Y direction is set on top 

node. After definition of load, model is 

ready for analysis (Fig. 3). 

Translator program is started by clicking 

on a "PAK" option that is added in 

FEMAP Main Menu (Figure 4). When 

started, translator attaches itself to top 
leftmost panel of FEMAP. Additional 

analysis parameters are set up using button 

Edit Analysis Options (Figure 1). 

After modeling and translating the model 

into PAK-M data file, FEM analysis is 

performed by clicking the Analyze button 

(Figure 1). This action starts analysis in 

solver PAK-M, and when the analysis is 

finished users can load analysis results 

(Figure 5). Results are loaded into FEMAP  

and translator is closed. In order to view 

values of interest, users need to select 
option from FEMAP Menu View->Select 

[13]. In View Select dialog users can select 

Deform and Contour as a style and click 

on Deformed and Contour Data... button 

which opens dialog Select PostProcessing 

Data in which users need to select what 

data to display. For example, selection of 

Magnetic Scalar Potential and click on OK 

button on this and previous dialog gives 

magnetic scalar potential values displayed 

on modeled domain. 
 

 

 
Figure 3 - Solenoid computational mesh. 
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Figure 4 - PAK-M translator embedded in FEMAP. 

 

 
Figure 5 - Field of magnetic scalar potential in solenoid calculated by PAK-M 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
 We used a combination of researcher 

developed FEM solution and commercial 

program used for pre- and post-processing. 

In this paper is described how we 

connected pre- and post-processing 

program FEMAP with PAK-M. Automatic 

generation of solver input file as well as 

the automation of the entire FEM analysis 

process is described. 

 The presented methodology enables 

researchers to create an analysis model in 

FEMAP, perform FEM analysis in user 

developed solver PAK-M and view results 

back in FEMAP. Connection between 
FEMAP and user developed FEM solver is 

performed by automatic, programmatic 

customization of FEMAP and 

development of new features in FEM 

solution. These new features automate 

many tasks in model preparations. As a 
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result, FEM solver looks and operates as 

integral part FEMAP and its functionality 

is greatly improved. Implementation of the 

new translator significantly reduced 

tedious workload that hurdles researchers 

in their research giving them more time to 

do actual research. 
PAK-M, the DC magnetic (magnetostatic) 

module of software PAK Multyphysics, 

can perform linear and nonlinear 

magnetostatic analysis for 2-D, 

axisymmetric and 3D models [11]. Results 

obtained by PAK-M are magnetic flux 

density, field intensity, potential, 

permeability, energy, magnetic forces, 

torques, and other integral quantities [16, 

17]. PAK-M may be used for analysis of 

problems, which require calculation of 

static magnetic fields caused by 

combination of local and/or distributed 

direct currents, permanent magnets and 

also external fields defined by boundary 

conditions [18-20]. The magnetic forces 

can be used for stress analysis in magneto-
structural coupling [21]. 

PAK-M numerical results of the 

previously described example are 

compared with the results obtained by 

pdnMesh. Comparison of the numerical 

analysis results was done by the potential 

values observation at the nodes marked in 

Figure 3. Solution calculated by in-house 

software PAK-M is equivalent to solutions 

of pdnMesh’s [11, 22]. 
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